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A class of linear operators, more general than that of the decomposable 
operators. here referred to as S-decomposable operators. was introduced in [ 101. It 
was shown in [I II that the dual of an S-decomposable operator was again S 
decomposable. Our main result. in this paper. is the converse implication. namely. 
if the dual T* of a bounded linear operator T is S-decomposable then T is So 
decomposable. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let X be a Banach space over the complex field ‘I. B(X) denotes the 
Banach algebra of all bounded linear operators which map X into itself. For 
a set E, I? is the closure, E’ is the complement, and %E denotes the 
boundary. If A is a Cauchy domain then its boundary 2A is a positively 
oriented finite system of pairwise disjoint rectifiable closed Jordan arcs. For 
T E B(X). we use the standard notations: the spectrum o(T). the resolvent set 
p(T), the unbounded component of the resolvent set p,(T) and R(.; T) 
denotes the resolvent operator. If Y is a subspace of X. invariant under T, 
then we write TI Y for the restriction of T to Y and T/Y for the coinduced 
operator on the quotient space X/Y. 
Given T E B(X) and an open 0 c I[. T is said to have the R-single-valued 
extension property if, for any open U.I cf2 and any analytic function -f: 
w--t X. (1 - T)f(J) = 0 on w implies that f(A) = 0 on w. Evidently. there 
exists a maximal open set I2, such that T has the R,-single-valued extension 
property. Denoting by S,. = 1°C - fir, we have S, c a(T). 
For every .Y E X, let 6,(x) be the set of all A. E C for which there is a 
neighborhood V., of A and an analytic function f: V.i + X such that 
(z - T)f(z) = x. ZE v.,. 
Let Y&Y) = I? - 6,(x). a,(x) = r,(x) U S,, p,.(x) = li - (or. For every set 
EIS,, let 
X,(E) = X( T, E) = (x E X: a,(x) c E } 
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(where the second notation X(T, E) will be used in dual spaces when the 
setting of X,(E) might present typographical difficulties). 
For every closed F c C, X,,. denotes the maximal element (if it exists), 
with respect to set-inclusion, of the family 
I,,,- = ( Y: Y is a subspace of X. TY c Y, a(rl Y) c F}. 
Then X,.,- is a spectral maximal space of T (cf. [ 9 I). 
Given a closed S c C and a fixed positive integer n, a system ( Gi)l=,, of 
open sets in C is called an (S. n)-covering of a closed F c C, if 
i, G,IFvS and Gins=0 for i= 1.2 . . . . . n. 
i=O 
T E B(X) is said to be (S, n)-decomposable if, for every (S, n)-covering of 
a(T), there is a system (Xj}~=, of spectral maximal spaces of T with the 
following properties: 
(I) 6 xi=x; - 
i=O 
(II) u(TlXi) c Gi, i = 0, 1 ,..., n. 
(1.1) 
TE B(X) is said to be S-decomposable if it is (S. n)-decomposable for 
every positive integer n. In the terminology of [ 111, T E B(X) is S- 
decomposable iff T is S-rezdually decomposable and has the property (17): 
for every open G 3 S, X,(G) is closed in S. 
We say that TE B(X) has the (S, n)-spectral decomposition property if. 
for every (S. n)-covering of a(T). there exist invariant subspaces Xi 
(i = 0, I,... n) under T such that conditions (1.1) are satisfied. T E B(X) is 
said to have the S-spectral decomposition property if it has the (S. n)- 
spectral decomposition property for every positive integer n. 
1.1. THEOREM. If TE B(X) has the (S, 1)-spectral decomposition 
property, then 
(i) S,cS: 
(ii) for every closed F 2 S, X,(F) is closed; 
(iii) for every closed F, with F, C-I S = 0, XT.F, exists and 
X,(S u Fo) = X,(S) 0 X,,Fo. 
Proof. (i) Let f:w-+D, be an analytic function verifying 
(A - T) f (A) = 0, where o c SC. We will show that f (A) = 0 for 1 E w. We 
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may suppose without loss of generality that tc) = (A: 1 A - A,] < 1.) for some 
A,, E C and for some I > 0. Put 
Then (G, H} is an (S, 1)-covering of o(T). By hypothesis, there are 
subspaces X,. X, invariant under T. such that 
X=X,+X,. a(TIXc)cG, o(TIX,j c H, 
then there exist analytic functions f, and f, such that 
f(A) =.La) +f,(~) and fG@)E&lfH(~)EXH for A E 0. 
Thus the function h, defined by 
h(A) = (A- T) f,(l) = - (A - T) f,@ j for A E w, 
satisfies 
h(/l)EX,nX, for A E 0. 
Since p(TI X, f7 X,) 3 p,(TIX,) I HC. we have, for I. E w - H, 
-f,(n)=(~-TiX,,)-‘h(~)=(~-TIX,nX,)~’h(~)EX,nX,cX, 
and hence 
f(A) =f&) +f,@) E x, for A E w - H. 
Since w is connected, we have, for every A E w, 
Next, let A E G’, then f(A) = (A - T/ X,)-‘(,I - T) f(A) = 0 for A E GC. and 
hencef(;i) = 0 for ,I E w. Consequently, S, c S. 
(ii) We follow and extend a proof used in [ 5, Theorem 1.31. For every 
closed F I S. let 1, E FC. Define the following open sets: 
G=(~E6:)~-~,)>~d(~,,F)}; 
H=(~EC:(~-~,l<jd(~,,F)} (d stands for the distance). 
(1.2) 
Then {G, H} is an (S, I)-covering of a(T) and fin F = 0. By hypothesis, 
there are subspaces X,, X, invariant under T. such that 
x=x,+x,, o(TIX,) c G. a(Tl X,) c H. 
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Let x E X,(F). There is a representation 
x = XG + X” with xGEXG, x,CX,. (1.3) 
Since S, c S c F, we have ur(xG) c F U II?, a,(~~,) c F U I?. Thus, (1.3) and 
ur(x) c F imply 
cJ&) c F u (G n H), a&) c F U (C n H). 
For ,I E FC n (Gn H)’ c p&) n p,(x,) n pr(xH), one has 
x(A) =x,(/l) + x,(/l). (1.4) 
Letting I-= (A E C: 11 -A,/ = ?d(A,, F)}, it follows from (1.4) that 
Consequently, (1.3) implies 
For every 2 E r, there is a neighborhood I/c F’ n (Gn H)C of 1 and 
there are analytic functions fc : V+ Xc, f,: V-, X, such that 
%@) =f&) +fHb)V ,Ll E v. (1.6) 




dT& n xH) 3 ,dTixH) 3 HC 3 v 
imply that the function h: V + X, n X,, defined by 
@) = Rti; TI& n xH) g@h (1.8) 
is analytic on V. It follows from (1.7) and (1.8) that 
@ - T)[h@) -fHb)l = O, /I E v. 
Since S,n Vc Fn V=0, we have 
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and then (1.6) implies that s<;(A) E X,. Since i E F is arbitrary. it follows 
from ( 1.5) that s E X, and hence 
where G is defined in (1.2). Conversely, let s E n,, ~, X,. Since S, c S c G. 
we have a,(.~) c S, U B( TI X,) c S, U G = G and hence 
where G is defined in (1.2). Thus. the converse for (1.9) is proved. Conse- 
quently, X,(F) is closed. 
(iii) Assume that the closed set F, satisfies condition F, f3 S = 0. Put 
F = F, U S. Then F 3 S. Since. by (ii). X,-(F) is closed, 19. Lemma 1 1 
implies that X,(F) =X,., and 
o[TIX,(F)IcFcF,US. 
Since F, and S are disjoint closed sets and since T is bounded, the 
Riesz-Dunford functional calculus gives 
X,(F) = X,,, 0 X, . U-l&,,) c Fo, WI-%) = S. (1.10) 
If YE Ir,&, then a( TI Y) c F, c F implies that Y c X,(F). 
Since T is bounded. Tl Y, TIX,.,) are also bounded and hence a( TI Y). 
u(TI XF”) are compact. Let A be a Cauchy domain such that 
u(Ti Y) U u(Tl X,-,,) c A c d c S’. Hence for J E Y and 1 E aA, we have 
R(k T( Y)y=R[/I: TIX,(F)]y 
and hence 
(1.11) 
where PFo = (1/27ri) Ja_\ R [A; T(X,(F)] dA is the projection onto X, ,,. 
Equation (1.11) implies that Y c X[-, and hence XF, is the maximal element 
of Lty or equivalently, Xr,FO exists and XT,F, = XF,. Similarly, it can be 
shown that X5 = X,(S) and then (1.10) implies 
X,(S u F,) = X,(S) 0 Xr.t”. 
The proof is complete. 1 
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1.2. THEOREM. T E B(X) is S-decomposable lfl T has the (S, 1 )-spectral 
decomposition property. 
ProoJ It sufftces to prove the W” part. Let (G,, G, } be an (S, 1). 
covering of a(T). There are subspaces X,,, X, invariant under T such that 
x=x,+x,, o(TIX,) c Gi (i= 0. 1). (1.12) 
The second relation of (1.12) implies that X, c X,(G,). X, c X,.,, . Hence 
X = X,(G,) + H,.,-, . 
Consequently, T is (S, 1)-decomposable and by [8. Theorem 41. T is S- 
decomposable. I 
In view of Theorem 1.2 and [8, p. 2791, we may assume that S c a(T). 
1.3. PROPOSITION. T E B(X) is S-decomposable ifffor every open G c C 
with Gn S = 0, there is a v-space Y of T such that 
a(Tl Y) c c and o(T/Y) c G’ (1.13) 
vor the definition and properties of v-spaces the reader is referred to [2]). 
Proof. The “only if’ part was proved in [8, Lemma 21. 
(If): Let (G,, G, } be an (S, 1)-covering of a(T). Put G = G, n G, . Then 
Gn S = 0. Let Y be the r-space which corresponds to G in the terms of the 
Proposition. Then u(TI Y) c u(T), u(T/Y) c u(T) and hence the second 
inclusion of (1.13) implies 
u(T/Y) c u(T) - G = [u(T) - G,] u [u(T) - G, 1. 
Thus u(T/Y) is disconnected by the disjoint closed sets u(T) - Gi. i = 0, 1, 
and hence the Riesz-Dunford functional calculus produces the spectral 
decomposition 
X/Y=Z,+Z,, (1.14) 
4W’)IZoI c WI - G,, ~[W’)lZ,l c a(T)- Go, (1.15) 
where Z,, Z, are subspaces of Xf Y, invariant under T/Y. 
Let .? denote a typical element of X/Y and define 
xi = {x E x: x E 2,2 E Z,}, i=O, 1. 
Then X0. X, are invariant under T and ( 1.14) implies 
X=X,+X,. 
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It follows from ( 1.15) that 
a(TIX,)ca[(TIY)lZ,]ua(TlY)c ~cU-G,Ju~~~,. 
u(T~X,)ca[(T/Y)~Z,]Uo(T~Y)c lo(T)-G,pJGcC, 
and hence T has the (S, I)-spectral decomposition property. Now. Theorem 
1.2 implies that T is S-decomposable. 1 
1.4. PROPOSITION. If T E B(X) is S-decomposable then, for ecery open 
G II S, 
a[T/&(G)]ca(T)-G. (1.16) 
ProoJ Let G,cC be open such that C,nS=Qr and (G,G,} is an 
(S. 1)-covering of u(T). Then 
x = X,(C) + XT*,-, . 
By Theorem 1. l(iii), we have 
X,(S u G,) = X,(S) 0 X,& 1 
x,isu(GnG,)]=X,(S)Ox,,,,,,. 
Hence we obtain 
lx,(s) 0 x,.,-, 1 n X,(G) = x,(s u G) f-7 X,(G) 
=x,[(SnG)u(GnG,)]=x,[Su(GnC,)] 
= X,(S) 0 &,c;nc,. 
The following evident relations 
x,(S) + Ix,.i~~ f-7 X,(G)1 c X,(G), 
x,(S) + 1-G.i~~ f-7 -WC)1 c 4W 0 J&C, 
imply 
x,(S) + Ph, n x,v31 = I~#) 0 ~,.~J n x&3. 
It follows from (1.18) and (1.19) that 







( 1.20) implies 
XT,,, f-l X,(G) = Gm,. (1.21) 
It follows from (1.17), (1.21) that X/X,(G) and X,,,,/[X,q,,~X,(G)] = 
X,,,/X,,,,, are topologically isomorphic. Therefore, T/X,(G) can be 
considered as a coinduced operator on Xr.c,/Xr.Bnc, and hence we have 
u[ T/X,(G)] c U(TlX7*G,) u a(TIX,.,-,,-,) c G, u (cn G,) = G,. 
Since for every given A E G we may choose G, such that A 6? G,, property 
(1.16) follows. 1 
2. THE DUALITY THEOREM 
Given T E B(X) and an open B c C, an invariant subspace Y under T is 
said to be R-analytically invariant under T if, for every open w c R and for 
any analytic function f: w +X, 
(1 - T)f(A) E Y on w implies f(A) E Y on w. 
Clearly, there is a maximal open set R,., depending on Y, such that Y is 
Q,.-analytically invariant under T. 
For every integer n > 0, we denote by X”’ the nth dual space of X and by 
T”’ the nth dual operator of T, with X0* =X and p’ = T. Let J be the 
imbedding of X into X2’ and K be the imbedding of X* into X3’. If W c X”’ 
(n > 0), then W’ denotes the following subspace of X’“+“-: 
WL= (x(“+‘)’ E Xcn+‘)‘: (xn’, x’“+“‘j = 0 for all .y”’ E W). 
To simplify the notations, for Z = X”-, A = T”. (n > 1) and E c C, we write 
Z,(E) = X”‘(T”‘, E) and Z, .E = (X”.)rn..E. 
2.1. PROPOSITION. Given T E B(X), an invariant subspace Y under T is 
~-analytically invariant under T iff the coinduced operator T/Y has the f2- 
single-valued extension property. 
The proof is identical with that of [6, Theorem 11. 
2.2. THEOREM. If T” has the R-single-valued extension property, then 
JX is Q-ana!vtically invariant under T2-. 
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Prooj We give the proof in three stages. 
(I) In this stage we show that the following decomposition holds: 
,Y”. = KX* !@ (J/Y) ‘. (2.1 i 
For every .Y” E X3’, there is a unique x* E X* such that 
(s. s * ) = (J-y, 2. I::,. s E x. 
Then 
(Jx, K-x*) = (x*, Jxj = (x.x*) = (Jx, ?c”j. (2.2) 
Put ,5” = .Y” - Kx*. It follows from (2.2) that .u”. E (JX)‘. Thus. there is a 
representation 
and since KX* f7 (JX)l= (O}, (2.1) is obtained. 
In view of (2.1), we shall henceforth denote by P. the projection of X” 
onto KX*, along (JX)‘. 
(II) In this stage we prove that (X”/JX)” and N(P*) are 
topologically isomorphic, where N(a) denotes the null space. Since both KX* 
and (JX)’ are invariant under T’*, P commutes with T3’ and therefore P* 
commutes with T4’. In view of 13, Proposition 16.61, we have 
(X”/JX)* = (JX)l= N(P). (2.3) 
(X-“/KX*)* = (KX*)-= N(P*). (2.4) 
It follows from (2.3). (2.4) and from the evident fact that N(P) and X”‘/KX” 
are topologically isomorphic that (X’*/JX)” and N(P*) are topologically 
isomorphic. 
(III) This stage concludes the proof of the theorem. It follows from 
(2.3) and (2.4) that the duals of the coinduced operators T”/JX and 
T”/KX* are T”. IN(P) and T4’ IN(P*), respectively. Since N(P) and 
X3’/KX* are topologically isomorphic, T”.IN(P) is similar to T’./KX*. 
Consequently, the second dual of T*‘/JX is similar to T”’ IN(P*). Since by 
hypothesis T4’ 1 N(P*) has the R-single-valued extension property, (T”/JX)” 
and T*‘/JX have the same property. Then, by Proposition 2.1, JX is 0 
analytically invariant under T*‘. The proof is complete. B 
2.3. COROLLARY. If T4. has the single-valued extension property. then 
JX is ana[yticalljl invariant under T*‘. 
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2.4. COROLLARY. If T4- has the Dsingle-valued extension property, then 
for every set E 3 Cc - fl. kle have 
JX,(E) = X*‘(T*‘, E) n JX. (2.5) 
Proof. It follows from the hypothesis that TZV and T have the R-single- 
valued extension property and hence we can define X”(T*‘, E) and X,(E) 
for E 3 C - ~2. The inclusion “I? in (2.5) is evident. To prove the opposite 
inclusion. let Jx E X2‘(T2-, E) n JX. There exists an analytic X”-valued 
function s**(.) verifying 
(1 - T”) x”(l) = Jx, 1 E p,z.(Jx). (2.6) 
Since JX is R-analytically invariant under T”, for A E R npTL.(Jx), we have 
x”(A) E JX. Let 
Then 
x(A) = J-‘x”(A), 1 E n np,l.(Jx). 
(A - T) x(A) = x 
and hence P&Y) 3 Q np,,.(Jx). Thus, 
a,(x) c (C - L-2) U [C - ,+(Jx)] c E, 
i.e., x E X,(E). Consequently, the inclusion “1” in (2.5) follows. 1 
2.5. COROLLARY. If T” has the R-single-valued extension property then, 
for every E 3 C - 0, 
KX*(T*, E) = PX3-(T”, E). (2.7) 
Proof: The inclusion “c” in (2.7) is evident. Conversely, since P 
commutes with T3’, for every x3’ E X3*(T3’, E), we have a73.(P~3’) c E and 
hence 
Px3’ E X3*(T”‘, E) c-7 KX*. 
Applying Corollary 2.4 to T”, we obtain 
KX*(T*, E) = X3*(T3*, E) n KX*. 
Then, Px3‘ E KX*(T*, E), or equivalently, KX*(T*, E) 3 PX3’(T3’, E). 1 
In view of the equivalence of the concepts of S-decomposable operator 
and S-residually decomposable operator with condition (y) (see Section I), it 
409:99:1-l I 
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follows from [Il. Theorem 2.10) and 18, Theorem 41 that the S- 
decomposability of T successively implies that of T*. T”..... 
2.6. PROPOSITION. If T* is S-decomposable. then jbr every closed F x S. 
X*(T*. F) is closed in the X-topology. 
Proof: Assuming that T* is S-decomposable, it follows from [ I 1, 
Theorem 2.101 and [8, Theorem 4] that T’. and T”’ are S-decomposable. By 
[ 11, Proposition 2.9 ], we have 
X3’(T3.. F) = n{ ((X2&&: E = ,?c F’). 
Thus, X3’(T3’, F) is closed in the X”-topology. Let S”~ denote the closed 
unit ball of X”‘. Let {xx } c aS* n X*(T*. F), (a > 0) be a net converging 
to x* E X* in the X-topology. Then (Kx,*} c aS”’ nX3'(T3‘. F) and since 
aS’- nX3’(T3’, F) is compact in the X2--topology. there is a subnet (Kx;* 1 
of {Ku,*} converging to an element x3’ E aS” n X3*(T“. F) in the X”- 
topology. Evidently, for every x E X, lim,(x. ,KZ~ = (?I, s*:,. Then 
(Jx. x 3 ’ - Kx * > = (Jx. x ” ;) - (Jx, KS * :j = (J.Y. x ’ . ‘j - (x, x * ‘) 
= lim, (Jx, K,u,*) - lim,(s. x$) 
= lim,(x. x0* :) - lim,(s, x$ > = 0. 
Since x E X, Jx E JX is arbitrary, we have x3‘ - Kx* E (JX)-, or 
equivalently, 
K-x* = P.u’.. (2.8) 
Since x3’ E X3’(T3’. F), (2.7) and (2.8) imply that KS* E KX*(T*. F), or 
equivalentlty. x* E X*(T*, F). Evidently, x* E as* and hence 
x* E aS* n X*(T*, F). Thus aS* n X*(T*, F) is closed in the X-topology. 
In view of [4, Theorem V.5.71. X*(T*, F) is closed in the X-topology. 
2.7. THEOREM. TE B(X) is S-decomposable iff T* is S-decomposable. 
ProoJ: We only have to prove the “if’ part. Assume that T* is S- 
decomposable. For open G c Q with Gn S = 0, put G, = c‘ - G. Then. 
G, I S. Let 
Y = {x E X: (x,x*) = 0 for all x* E X*(T*, cs)}. (2.9) 
Then Y is hyperinvariant under T and hence it is a v-space of T. Since 
X*(T*, G,) is closed, by Proposition 2.6, in X-topology, (2.9) implies that 
YL = X*(T*, G,). Then 
Y* =X*/YL=X*/X*(T*.G,). (2.10) 
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It follows from (1.16) and (2.10) that 
u(TI Y) = u[(Tl Y)“] = u[T*/X*(T*, G,)] c o(T*) - G, c G. (2.11) 
On the other hand, 
(x/Y)* = X*(T*, CT,) 
implies 
u(T/Y)=a[(T/Y)*]=a[T*IX*(T*,G,)]c~,cC-G. (2.12) 
Now, by Proposition 1.3, (.2.11) and (2.12), T is S-decomposable. 1 
2.8. COROLLARY. T is decomposable iff T* is decomposable. 
Another useful consequence of Theorem 2.7 is given in terms of strongly 
decomposable operators. introduced in [ 11. 
2.9. COROLLARY. If TZS is strongly decomposable then T* is strongly 
decomposable. 
Proof. Assume that T” is strongly decomposable. Then, by Corollary 
2.8. T* is decomposable. Let Y* = X*(T*. F) be a spectral maximal space 
of T*, where F = u(T*l Y*). Let (Gi}l=, be an open covering of 
u(T) = u(T*) = u(T”-). By Corollary 2.5. (2.7) holds and hence we obtain 
successively: 
2 [KY* n Kx*(T*. CJ] = c [KX*(T*, F) n KX*(T*, Gi)] 
i=l i=l 
= ; [PX3’(T3‘. F)n PJ?(T-? Gi)] 
i=l 
= P (;’ [X”(T-“. F) nX’.(T3’. Gi)]) . 
iTl 
Since T3’ is strongly decomposable, 
+ [X3*(T”‘,F)nX3’(T3’,Gi)j =X3’(T”,F) 
z, 
and hence we have 
2 [KY” fIKX*(T*, ci)l = PX3’(T3’, F) = KX*(T*, F) = KY”. (2.13) 
i=l 
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Thus. it follows from (2.13) that T?’ 1 KX”: is strongly decomposable and 
then so is T*. 1 
More generally. if T”’ (IZ > 3) is strongly decomposable. then so is 
7-G-21 
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2.1 (FOR REFERENCE ONLY) 
Assume that T/Y has a-single-valued extension property and let f: (u 4 X 
be analytic and satisfy condition 
(~-T)f@)E Y on 0, 
where w c R is open. By the natural homomorphism, it follows that 
(LT/Y)f(A)=O on LC). 
and then by the hypothesis!(A) = 0. Hencef(1) E Y for all 1 E cu. 
Conversely, assume that Y is R-analytically invariant under T. Let 
f: w + X/Y be analytic on the open set w c R and satisfy condition 
(A- T/Y)&)=0 On f.0. (*) 
Without loss of generality we suppose that w = {I,: /A - &,I < T} for a point 
A, and for a positive number r. Let 
a^,(1 - AOy with a^, E X/Y, 
II=0 
be the power series expansion ofJ: For every n we can choose a, E a^, such 
that 
II a, II < 2 II% II. 
Then 
- 
Iii llanll’in < ;lJ$ ll&p 
and hence 
f (lb) =2 a,@ - nor cm) 
?I=0 
is analytic on w. Now (*) implies that 
(A - T)f@) E Y on 0, 
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and since Y is f&analytically invariant under T, it follows that f(A) E Y. 
Consequently, f(A) = 0 on cc). Thus T/Y has L&single-valued extension 
property. 
Note added in prooJ After this paper was submitted for publication, we learned that B. 
Nagy proved Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 for the unbounded case in his paper (A spectral residuum 
for each closed operator, in “Topics in Modern Operator Theory, Advances and 
Applications,” Vol. 2, pp. 221-238, Birkhluser, Basel. 198 1). 
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